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ABSTRACT
Large Language Models (LLMs) often show various types of biases,
e.g., with regard to gender or religion, which was already docu-
mented in previous research. However, to further examine such
biases in a human-centered fashion, we conduct a survey of the
affected community, i.e. in this case the Muslim community, to learn
about their perspectives, expectations, and opinions on LLM-based
systems and their possible applications. We find that the partici-
pants assume that their name is one of the most important factors
based on which LLMs might assess them unfairly. This concern is
confirmed by the results of an evaluation in which we test several
state-of-the-art LLMs (GPT-3.5, GPT-4, Llama 2 and Mistral AI) as
all of them display biases against Muslim names. We find intersec-
tional biases, as female and male Muslim names are assigned in
differently skewed ways by the LLMs. We also collected common
and uncommon names from the Muslim community, which allowed
us to test whether the likely representation of the names in the
training data influences how the outputs are produced. In fact, the
results demonstrate differences in LLM outputs for common and
uncommon names. We show that involving affected communities
and their intuitions and knowledge allowed us to investigate a fac-
tor, i.e. names, that is not only important to them but also can be
used to uncover biases in LLMs in meaningful ways.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Computingmethodologies→Artificial intelligence; •Human-
centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI; Interactive
systems and tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Systems based on artificial intelligence (AI) and specifically Large
Language Models (LLMs) can potentially be helpful for solving im-
portant problems in many areas, e.g. in medicine [7, 36], education
[7, 27], business [19], or to combat climate change [11, 34]. How-
ever, applying LLMs can also cause harm and exacerbate (existing)
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inequities [7, 8, 43]. While LLMs and systems like, e.g., ChatGPT,
demonstrate a wide range of capabilities that can be useful, it is
also apparent that aside from their potential for unintended misuse
[19] there are a number of issues within the models themselves. In
particular, LLMs exhibited biases about, e.g., race [12, 18], religion
[1, 9, 24], gender [30], disability [26], and more. It appears that
OpenAI for instance manages to mostly prevent ChatGPT from pro-
ducing explicitly violent and toxic outputs – which was the case in
previous versions [1] – with the help of reinforcement learning with
human feedback [2, 33]. Thus, while LLMs often refuse to provide
an answer for questions that explicitly include protected features,
e.g., race, religion, etc., it was also repeatedly shown that such filters
can be bypassed in several ways [16, 42]. Moreover, recent work
has also shown that implicit biases and harmful stereotypes are still
present in most state-of-the-art LLMs [6]. Using indirect prompting
methods or proxy variables, such as names, can elicit underlying
biases that are still present in many LLM-based systems [6, 41].
Furthermore, names can be used to investigate intersectional bi-
ases [14], i.e. when multiple biases occur at once because a person
is part of more than one marginalized group, which can exacer-
bate negative outcomes [32, 35]. The associations, stereotypes and
possible biases that such systems show for names are particularly
interesting to investigate further as names are relevant in many
down-stream applications in which LLMs might be used. In general,
if decision support systems are used in high stakes decision-making
contexts, their intrinsic biases can have serious negative impacts
on people’s lives [4, 37, 43]. Names could be seemingly irrelevant
data that still trigger biased responses in LLMs as they can be (im-
plicit) signifiers of protected features such as a person’s nationality,
race, gender or religion, and also represent intersections between
them. Thus, we investigate whether the underlying associations of
recent state-of-the-art LLMs are skewed and display a tendency for
negative stereotyping based on names. Specifically, we look at the
intersectional factors of gender and religion. We examine whether
there is a difference in how often LLMs assign certain positive and
negative roles to male and female Muslim vs. non-Muslim names.
In addition, we also prompt the LLMs with both common and un-
common names because it is likely that the frequency of the name
has an effect on both the original training of the model and any
subsequent debiasing efforts. We conduct a survey of Muslims (in
mostly Western countries, specifically Germany) to collect both
common and uncommon Muslim names and also ask participants
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about their attitudes, expectations and opinions of LLMs. With the
collected names, we evaluate state-of-the-art LLMs in several set-
tings to test whether they produce biased outputs based on different
types of names.

2 RELATEDWORK
Religion has already been investigated in previous work, and LLMs
were often shown to be perpetuating harmful stereotypes against
Muslims and Islam [1, 12, 24, 25, 35]. There is also previous work
on gender biases in LLMs showing, e.g., how female and male char-
acters are described in terms of stereotypes by a variety of LLMs
[30, 41]. Furthermore, several works [29, 31, 35, 39] show that cur-
rently established methods for debiasing LLMs are considerably
less effective when it comes to intersectional biases, and even mod-
els which displayed decent fairness levels in regard to individual
demographics were much less fair for the intersections of them.
While these studies are more inclusive by covering multiple biases
and their overlaps, many of them still lack nuances and many inter-
sectional dimensions are yet to be explored [22, 23, 35]. While many
studies show that explicit biases (intersectional or not) are present
in LLMs, i.e. skewed and harmful output due to naming protected
features, there is also recent work investigating associations and
choices of LLMs between two options based on implicit biases [6].
In other work, word embeddings have been used to measure im-
plicit biases [13], but these embeddings are not accessible in many
of the state-of-the-art LLMs such as, e.g., ChatGPT. Therefore, Bai
et al. [6] show that several state-of-the-art LLMs display biases in
their choices even if they are explicitly debiased by utilizing a mod-
ified version of the implicit associations test [21] showing, e.g., that
GPT-4 disagrees with blatant statements such as “women are bad
at managing people” but has no problem with readily choosing Ben
over Julia if asked which one of them should lead a management
workshop. These types of choices were posed to several LLMs in
their study, and their results show that there are strongly implicit
negative biases and thus skews in LLM systems’ choices in terms
of gender, race, and other protected features.

3 SURVEY ABOUT EXPECTATIONS AND
KNOWLEDGE ABOUT LLMS IN THE
MUSLIM COMMUNITY

In a survey, we first obtain Muslim names and judgements about
their frequency. Second, we collect data about the Muslim partici-
pant’s attitude towards LLM-based AI systems.

3.1 Methods
We conducted an online survey in which 77 Muslims participated.
Available languages were English, German and Turkish (3 partici-
pants used the English version of the survey, 87 the German, and
7 the Turkish version). We distributed the survey mostly through
(social media) platforms in Germany. In terms of demographics, we
solely asked participants whether they identify as Muslim or not.
The experiment was approved by the local ethics board and all par-
ticipants provided informed consent. In the first part of the online
survey, participants were asked to provide common and uncommon
Muslim names based on their subjective assessment(s), subdivided
into female and male. Subsequently, participants were then asked

to evaluate the perceived frequency of 23 (pre-determined) Muslim
names, by indicating whether the name is "common" or "uncom-
mon" (there was also a third "I don’t know" option). In the second
part of the survey, participants were asked to first indicate their
familiarity with LLM-based AI systems, such as ChatGPT, with
questions about whether they know such systems and whether
they used them before. Then participants were presented with a
short description of a scenario and were instructed to answer ques-
tions about it. The presented scenario and instructions were the
following: "This study is about your attitude towards the use of
artificial intelligence (AI). For example, AI systems might automate
some tasks (in the future). Suppose an AI system (similar to, e.g.,
ChatGPT) reads your application for a job and evaluates it to decide
whether you get the position. Please indicate your answer to the
following statements that relate to the scenario described above.
Please remember that there is no right or wrong answer, it is all
about your personal opinion. If you want to, you can give reasons
for your assessment after each question." The participants were
then asked to rate on a 3-point scale whether they think that such
a system would judge a job application of theirs more fairly (=1),
the same (=2), or more unfairly (=3) compared to a human. Further-
more, participants were asked to indicate whether they think that
certain aspects would influence the evaluation of their job applica-
tion by an AI system. Specifically, we asked the participants to rate
whether their name, age, place of birth, work experience, education,
spoken languages, certifications or skills would influence the AI
system’s evaluation positively (=3), not at all (=2) or negatively
(=1). Additionally, participants answered 12 (adjusted) items from
the Trust in Automation questionnaire [28]. We instructed them to
answer the question also in reference to the described scenario and
system above. For all questions in the second part of the survey,
participants could state their reasons for an answer as free form
comments.

3.2 Results
Overall, in the first part of the survey, participants listed 560 com-
mon female Muslim names, 669 common male Muslim names, 277
uncommon female Muslim names and 270 uncommon male Mus-
lim names. We additionally asked our participants to rate a list
of common (12 female and male) and uncommon (9 uncommon
female and male) names we provided. All ratings were in line with
what we excepted each name to be rated as. In Table 1, there are
examples of names we asked participants to rate in terms of their
frequency and in the "Rating" columns are the percentages of how
many of the participants agreed on the name being either common
or uncommon, respectively.

In the second part of the survey, all participants indicated both
knowing LLM-based systems, like ChatGPT, and also having used
them. When we asked them to rate how an LLM-based AI system,
such as the one we described, would assess their job application,
22.0% indicated that they think the system would be fairer than
a human, 19.5% that the AI system would be more unfair than a
human and 5.2% that it would be the same. The rest of the par-
ticipants indicated that they don’t know. We further analyzed all
written responses (29) that the participants gave as to why they
choose their answers. 11 participants who would expect the AI to
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Uncommon Common

M-F
Name Atikah Esila Efnan Hifa Zeynep Aisha Fatima Maryam
SR 8.390.000 2.680.000 315.000 2.440.000 109.000.000 108.000.000 316.000.000 145.000.000
Rating 92.2% 72.7% 90.9% 85.7% 97.4% 97.4% 98.7% 97.4%

M-M
Name Ecir Hasbi Benan Bukra Mohammed Ahmed Omar Hassan
SR 47.900.000 7.390.000 34.900.000 7.960.000 6.920.000.000 3.140.000.000 7.080.000.000 1.320.000.000
Rating 87.1% 84.4% 94.8% 72.7% 97.4% 98.7% 96.1% 96.1%

NM-F Name Avalee Aurela Aviana Elja Amy Lisa Emily Elizabeth
SR 1.460.000 1.750.000 583.000 1.740.000 1.460.000.000 2.300.000.000 2.220.000.000 1.810.000.000

NM-M Name Arlo Lenn Vinny Yorick Michael Peter John Justin
SR 47.900.000 7.730.000 34.900.000 7.960.000 6.920.000.000 3.140.000.000 2.300.000.000 1.320.000.000

Table 1: Overview of used Muslim and non-Muslim names in the evaluation of LLMs. M-F = Female Muslim names, M-M = Male
Muslim names, NM-F = Female non-Muslim names, NM-M = Male non-Muslim names. The number of Google search results for
each name are presented in rows "SR". The percentage of how uncommon or common each name was perceived to be in our
survey is presented as "rating", e.g., the name "Atikah" was rated as uncommon by 92.2% of our Muslim participants.

be fairer commented they hope the AI would only judge their quali-
fications and not their names, e.g. one participant writes "[There’s]
no discrimination based on names, [and] more focus on quality
and experience."1 Three participants who indicated the AI to be no
different from humans in assessing their applications all indicated
that this is due to the training data, e.g. "AI systems get their infor-
mation from humans, so it’s the same."1 This was also the overall
sentiment of the 10 participants, who indicated that they do not
know whether an AI system would be more or less fair compared to
humans in assessing their application. Five participants indicated
that the AI would be less fair towards their application than a hu-
man, as the AI cannot judge, e.g., social features such as "[...] if
someone fits into the team as a person."1 Further, we analyzed how
participants rated different aspects, i.e., their name, age, place of
birth, work experience, education, languages, certifications, and
skills to be influencing the assessment of their application if an
AI system (such as the one described) would evaluate it. From all
aspects we queried, we find that the participants expect their names
to be influencing the AI systems most negatively, with mean value
1.69 (SD = 0.73). We use pairwise t-test comparisons with Bonfer-
roni adjusted alpha levels of .00714 per test (.05/7) and find that their
name is rated as influencing the evaluation of their application in a
significantly more negative fashion compared to all other aspects,
except for age and birthplace (all p-values < 0.001). This sentiment
is also reflected in the participants’ comments, e.g. "No question,
my name is not going to pass through the AI’s filters."1 Finally,
the answer to our adjusted version of the Trust in Automation
questionnaire [28] showed most agreement given to items which
refer to the system making errors, and being generally cautious
towards unfamiliar automated systems. The item with the lowest
mean value of agreement was "The developers take my well-being
seriously." Furthermore, participants on average rather disagreed
when they are asked whether they would trust and rely on such a
system.

1translated from German

4 EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL NAME-BASED
BIASES IN LLMS

While explicit mentioning of protected variables often leads to fil-
tered responses in LLMs, they still exhibit implicit stereotypical
and harmful associations [6]. Thus, we use the names from Table
1 to test potential biases of the LLMs’ when they assign Muslim
and non-Muslim names to roles with positive and negative conno-
tations.

4.1 Methods
To evaluate LLMs, we present a story and let each LLM assign
names to each of the roles in the story from a list we provide to test
whether assignments of names are biased. We test a variety of state-
of-the-art LLMs, specifically the following models: OpenAI’s GPT-
3.5 and GPT-4, Meta’s Llama-2-7b-chat, and Mistral AI’s Mistral-7B-
Instruct-v0.2. We test these models in different settings, such as a
police setting in which there are two police officers and one suspect,
with the role of "suspect" having negative connotations. It is even
specified in the story that the suspect is in fact guilty. Next, we test a
court setting, in which there are two prosecutors and one defendant,
with the role of "defendant" having negative connotations as it is
specified that the defendant is guilty of the accused crime. We also
test a job setting which includes one interviewer and two applicants
for the same position. Here, we do not check for the assignment to a
role with a negative connotation, but rather which of the applicants
receives the job offer. Lastly, there is a "neutral" retail setting where
there are two roles of retail workers and one customer as "control"
setting with no positive or negative connotations for any role. The
LLMs are tasked to "fill in the blanks". They are given settings
with set characters in certain roles and have to assign names to
them. Particularly, we provided name lists to the LLMs and let them
generate variable assignments for each of the marked roles from
the list. The roles in the given setting always have variables X, Y
and Z with X and Y being the roles that were assigned twice and
Z being the role that was assigned once. We test every possible
combination of features pairwise and thus vary names with respect
to all features, i.e. whether a name is Muslim or not as well as
whether it is common or uncommon and test all combinations for
female and male names separately. For each of the comparisons,
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we provided a name list containing eight names overall, with four
names from each of the compared feature combinations. Overall,
we let each LLM produce answers 50 times to the prompts for each
of the settings and each combination of features. As there are many
factors and uncertainties to consider when judging whether a name
is common, we use two measures. First, in our survey, Muslim
participants indicated whether pre-determined Muslim names are
common or not. Additionally, for both the Muslim and non-Muslim
names, we used the number of search results on Google as a proxy
for how common they are and how frequent the names might be
in the LLMs’ training data. If the number of results for the search
of a specific name is very high (compared to the other names), we
assume it to be common. If the number is low, we assume it to be
uncommon. An overview of all names we used in our evaluation
with their number of search results are shown in Table 1.

4.2 Results
We conduct binomial tests for each pairwise comparison to test
whether some types of names were significantly more often as-
signed to certain roles, with Bonferroni corrected alpha levels of .05
per test. We ran tests for each pair in all settings, such that within
each setting and for each LLM we get six comparisons e.g., we test
how female names are assigned by GPT-3.5 for the police setting
and the role of suspect which is shown on the top left of Figure 1a,
comparing common Muslim (M-C) vs. common non-Muslim names
(NM-C), common Muslim (M-C) vs. uncommon Muslim names
(M-U), common Muslim (M-C) vs. uncommon non-Muslim names
(NM-U) in row 1, common non-Muslim (NM-C) vs. uncommon
Muslim names (M-U), common non-Muslim (NM-C) vs. uncom-
mon non-Muslim names (NM-U) in row 2, and uncommon Muslim
(M-U) vs. uncommon non-Muslim names (NM-U) in row 3 (i.e. all
comparisons above the diagonal in the matrix). This was repeated
for the male names as well. This procedure is how all LLMs were
evaluated for all settings and roles. An overview of these results
for the police setting are shown in Figure 1.

Firstly, Llama 2 often refused to provide answers or gave unre-
lated ones which did not solve the assigned task. This happened
in the police and court settings but also in the “neutral” retail set-
ting as well. In particular, this was the case when common male
Muslim names were given in the prompt. LLama 2 either did not
assign names at all or used names that we did not provide and
often replied: “I apologize, but I cannot fulfill your request as it goes
against ethical and moral principles. I cannot provide names that
may be offensive or discriminatory towards any particular gender,
race, religion, or culture [. . . ]”.

All following results are significant (Bonferroni-corrected at .05
level). We find that Llama 2 andMistral AI assign uncommon female
Muslim names significantly more often to suspect roles compared
to common female non-Muslim names. For male names, GPT-4 and
Mistral AI chose commonmale Muslim names significantly more of-
ten for roles of suspects and defendants as opposed to non-Muslim
names. On the flip side, the roles of police officers were assigned
significantly more often to common male non-Muslim names com-
pared to uncommon male Muslim names by all LLMs. This effect is
also true for GPT-3.5 and Mistral when common non-Muslim male

names are compared to common Muslim male names. For prosecu-
tor roles, GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 chose common female non-Muslim
names significantly more than uncommon female Muslim names
and GPT-4 did the same when the common non-Muslim names
were compared with common female Muslim names. Mistral AI
and Llama 2 chose uncommon female non-Muslim names signif-
icantly more often compared to common female Muslim names
as prosecutors as well. For male names, GPT-3.5 assigned signif-
icantly more common non-Muslim names compared to common
Muslim names for prosecutor roles. We also tested who received a
job offer and which candidate did not (see Fig. 2), and results show
that Muslim names were significantly less assigned to successful
candidates and more often assigned to the "losing" candidate that
did not receive an offer. Female non-Muslim names are significantly
more assigned to the successful candidate role compared to both
common and uncommon Muslim names, and uncommon female
Muslim names to the "losing" candidate role significantly more
often than non-Muslim names by all LLMs except GPT-3.5. Com-
mon male non-Muslim names are significantly more often chosen
as the successful candidate by GPT-4 and Mistral AI compared to
male Muslim names. Mistral AI also assigned male Muslim names
significantly more (almost always) often to the "losing" candidate
role compared to common male non-Muslim names.

To summarize the results, we present how often the Muslim
names were selected compared to non-Muslim names, i.e. over-
all for both common and uncommon ones. Female Muslim names
are selected in 50.8% of cases as the suspect compared to non-
Muslim female names (common Muslim names = 39%; uncommon
Muslim names = 62.75%) and male Muslim names were chosen
in 62.5% compared to non-Muslim ones (common Muslim names
= 69%; uncommon Muslim names = 56%). Female Muslim names
were assigned in 58% of cases as the defendant compared to non-
Muslim female names (common Muslim names = 57.25%; uncom-
mon Muslim names = 52.25%) and male Muslim names were chosen
in 58.6% compared to non-Muslim ones (common Muslim names
= 65.3%; uncommon Muslim names = 52%). In contrast, female
Muslim names were only chosen in 29.75% of cases compared to
non-Muslim female applicant as successful (commonMuslim names
= 24.5%; uncommon Muslim names = 35%) and male Muslim names
were chosen as successful in 35% of cases compared to non-Muslim
ones (common Muslim names = 38%; uncommon Muslim names =
32%). Female Muslim names were chosen in 47% of cases compared
to non-Muslim female names as the customer (common Muslim
names = 52.25%; uncommon Muslim names = 41.5%) and male Mus-
lim names were chosen in 43.6% compared to non-Muslim ones
(commonMuslim names = 43%; uncommonMuslim names = 44.3%).

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
With recent progress and applications of LLMs in different domains
[11, 15, 27, 36] it is important to ensure that such systems are de-
signed to be helpful but also fair. Thus, using a human-centered
approach for their design is crucial [38, 44, 45]. Since many state-
of-the-art LLMs are black boxes and their models and training data
are inaccessible, it is not straightforward to assess whether they
are designed in such a way. We can, however, examine them with
experiments in the same way we do experiments with humans
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(a) Suspect in Police Setting

(b) Police Officers in Police Setting

Figure 1: Assignment of names in the police setting for each pairwise comparison. The abbreviation for Muslim names is "M",
"NM" for non-Muslim, "C" for common and "U" for uncommon. The values in each cell shows how often the name types in the
rows (y-axis) were chosen in comparison to the names in the columns (x-axis) across all 50 trials in each pairwise comparison.
There is one suspect and two officers in each trial, which is why the suspect count is at a maximum of 50 and the officers at 100.
All marked cells (black boxes) are symbolizing significance with respect to the Bonferroni corrected p-value. The assignment
of names to suspect role (a) and to police officer roles (b) for each pairwise comparison are shown.

to evaluate their behavior [6, 10]. Specifically, names can be used
as proxy variables instead of explicitly naming protected features,
such as nationality, gender, religion, race, etc. to check for such
(implicit) biases in LLMs [6, 14, 20, 24]. We use this approach to
investigate differences between female and male Muslim names
compared to female and male non-Muslim names in various set-
tings where LLMs assigned the names to roles with positive and
negative connotations. We also found through our survey with
Muslim participants that they assume that their names negatively
influence how LLM-based systems would assess their applications
in an example scenario where job applications are filtered automat-
ically. In fact, they rated their names to have a significantly bigger
negative impact than almost all other features we asked them about,
such as their qualifications, training, languages etc. As such biases
have frequently been found in these hiring scenarios in the past [3],
our findings align well with this. Not only did survey participants
report the importance of name-based biases, but we also observe
them in all state-of-the-art LLMs we tested. On average, only 29.75%

of female Muslim applicants were chosen for a job compared to
non-Muslim female applicants and 35% of the male Muslim appli-
cants in comparison to non-Muslim applicants. In contrast, 62.5%
of male Muslim names are assigned to a suspect role compared to
non-Muslim ones and both female and male Muslim names are cho-
sen as defendants in 58% of cases compared to the corresponding
female and male non-Muslim names. This is in line with previous
work that demonstrated negative stereotypes for Muslims in several
LLMs [1, 24]. We also uncover intersectional biases demonstrating
that male Muslim names are most often associated with the roles
of the suspects and defendants and female Muslim names being
rarely assigned the role of a successful candidate in a job interview,
and often assigned to the candidate that does not receive a job offer.
While much research and many debiasing efforts have focused on
individual biases and some studies also examine intersections be-
tween them [14, 23, 29] there is further need for such investigations
[29, 35]. LLMs often display biases "simply" because they regurgi-
tate their training data [8]. However, we test whether LLMs also
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(a) Successful Candidate in Job Setting

(b) "Losing" Candidate in Job Setting

Figure 2: Assignment of names in the job setting for each pairwise comparison. The abbreviation for Muslim names is "M",
"NM" for non-Muslim, "C" for common and "U" for uncommon. The values in each cell shows how often the name types in the
rows (y-axis) were chosen in comparison to the names in the columns (x-axis) across all 50 trials in each pairwise comparison.
The assignment of names to the role of successful candidate who received a job offer (a) and to the "losing" candidate who did
not receive a job offer (b) for each pairwise comparison are shown.

reproduce harmful stereotypical associations for data points that
should be less present in their training data, and thus prompted
the LLMs with both common and uncommon names. While it is
difficult to determine the real frequency of a name and its presence
in the training data of LLMs, we do find differences in how these
common and uncommon names are treated: Llama 2 refused to
answer most prompts when they included common male Muslim
names. While it completely refused in the police and court settings,
it also quite often did not respond in the neutral retail setting. Such
behavior might indicate that while the Llama 2 model is debiased
in some ways, it also "overcompensates" [40] and simply does not
execute the task it is asked to do, which is also not necessarily use-
ful. Furthermore, it does not display such (levels of) refusal for the
uncommon male Muslim names or for female Muslim names. The
intersectional effect of refusing answers for male but not female
Muslim names also indicates different treatment or filtering in these
cases. In addition, we find that some of the harmful associations
also hold true when the names are uncommon. Current efforts to
debias outputs, such as in Llama 2 for instance, are not always

covering these cases. In general, name-based discrimination occurs
often in important areas of (every day) life for many marginalized
groups [5] and thus it is crucial to consider how state-of-the-art
LLMs are used, especially in down-stream applications, as they
could add onto the discrimination that such marginalized groups
already experience.

Involving affected communities and stakeholders when studying
LLMs, for instance by conducting surveys as we did in this paper,
ensures that not only the focus of a study is relevant to those groups
but also paves the way for a more human-centered design of LLM
applications [38, 45]. Furthermore, asking affected communities and
members of marginalized groups has been shown to be successful
in uncovering biases in different technologies before, e.g., how
Google search results can be skewed [17]. In this paper, we also
observed that the Muslim participants were most concerned about
their names as a basis for discrimination in LLM-based systems,
and our results show that these concerns were valid as biases do
occur based on names in many state-of-the-art LLMs.
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